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1. Introduction

Chronic subdural hematoma (cSDH) is one of the most frequent neurosurgical entities caused
by head trauma. Since cSDH affects mainly elderly patients and the population continues to
age, it has become a common neurosurgical disease seen by both general and specialized
health-care practitioners. Despite the increasing prevalence of cSDH, class I studies, and
evidence regarding the management of this disease is lacking. We provide an overview of the
epidemiology, pathophysiology and etiology of cSDH and discuss several controversial
aspects of its management; including indication and timing of surgery, steroid treatment, the
effectiveness of anti-epileptic prophylaxis, comparative effectiveness of various techniques for
surgical evacuation, the timing of postoperative resumption of anticoagulant medication, and
protocols for mobilization following evacuation of cSDH. Complications of surgical evacua‐
tion such as recurrent hematoma, postoperative epilepsy, brain injury and/or iatrogenic
intracerebral bleeding due to hematoma evacuation, drainage insertion or irrigation, and ways
to avoid them are also discussed. As the incidence of cSDH is expected to increase and most
treatment aspects lack clear consensus, further large prospective studies are needed. For this
reason, a randomized, prospective study evaluating one aspect of the management of cSDH
is currently in progress at our institution.

2. Definition

A chronic subdural hematoma (cSDH) is defined as chronic (≥3 weeks) intracranial bleeding
between the dura mater (which adheres to the skull), and the arachnoid mater (which envelops
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the brain). The underlying cause of cSDH is usually traumatic tearing of the bridging veins
which connect the brain surface with the dura mater.[1].

3. Epidemiology

The incidence of cSDH is estimated at 1.7-18 per 100’000 people, rising up to 58 per 100’000
people in patients above the age of 65 [1-4]. The average age of patients with cSDH is approx‐
imately 63 years old [5]. As the population continues to mature, incidence is expected to double
by the year 2030 [6, 7]. A large demographic study found the prevalence of cSDH in patients
older than 65 to be significantly higher (69% vs. 31%) [8]. In addition, men are more frequently
affected than women (64% vs. 33%). In 77% of the cases, the patient has suffered a fall in the
past and 41% of the patients were either treated with oral anticoagulants or platelet aggregation
inhibitors. The reported recurrence rates range from 2.3% to 33% [8-11]. The most common
risk factors are: advanced age, alcohol abuse, seizures, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) shunts,
coagulopathies, blood thinners, and patients at risk for falling (e.g. hemiplegia). In 20-25% of
the cases, cSDHs are bilateral [5]. cSDH remains one the most frequent diagnoses in neuro‐
surgical practice.

4. Pathophysiology

The entity of cSDH was first described by Virchow in 1857 [12]. He named it “pachymeningitis
haemorrhagica interna”, recognizing its inflammatory and hemorrhagic elements [12].
Interestingly, the subdural space is a virtual space which does not exist in healthy individuals,
as the dura and arachnoid are tethered by a layer of dural border cells (DBC)[1, 7, 13, 14]. The
DBC is characterized by a paucity of tight junctions and an enlarged extracellular space
containing amorphous material [7, 14] (Figure 1).

With increasing brain atrophy, the arachnoid is pulled away from the dural layer, which
remains attached to the skull. The resultant force stretches the DBC layer and the veins
traversing it (bridging veins). Any minor additional force can cause these veins to tear, causing
a leakage of blood into the DBC and creating an acute SDH. Therefore, the majority of cSDHs
are caused by an undiagnosed trivial head injury, primarily in patients with brain atrophy.
This trauma leads to a minor acute SDH. Today, it is widely accepted that cSDHs are a result
of the failure of small acute SDH to heal. Following the initial trauma and development of a
cSDH, fibrin deposition occurs, followed by organization, enzymatic fibrinolysis and lique‐
faction of the hematoma. The blood in the subdural space triggers an inflammatory response.
After approximately two weeks, an inner (cortical) and outer (dural) neomembrane is formed
inside the DBC layer through dural collagen synthesis and fibroblast spread [1, 15, 16].
Ingrowth of fragile neocapillaries into the neomembranes of the hematoma can lead to further
microbleeds within the subdural space [1]. Less commonly, the SDH may result from arterial
ruptures (20-30%), hemorrhage into an existing subdural hygroma or spontaneously, mostly
influenced by anticoagulants or antiplatelet therapy [1, 17, 18].
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The factors responsible for the maintenance or enlargement of cSDH over time are still
ambiguous. It is most likely influenced by multiple factors, which vary from case to case. Over
the years, several theories have been debated:

a. “Osmotic theory”: The initial acute hematoma resorbs through fibrinolysis and the
remaining resorption products within the subdural space lead to an elevated osmotic
gradient. Due to the osmotic pressure, CSF follows the osmotic gradient and drifts into
the subdural space, leading to an expansion of the hematoma [19, 20].

b. “Oncotic theory”: Due to the low oncotic pressure inside the hematoma capsule, blood
permeates from the dural vessels into the subdural space, leading to an expansion of the
hematoma [16].

c. “Microbleeds theory”: As they lack a muscle layer and periocytes, the neocapillaries
forming inside the neomembrane are fragile. This leads to repeated microhemorrhaging
into the subdural space and expansion of the hematoma [1, 7, 21].
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the ultrastructure of the meninges (adapted from Haines and Santarius et al [7,
14]. The dura mater is composed of fibroblasts and large amounts of collagen. The arachnoid barrier cells are support‐
ed by a basement membrane and bound together by numerous tight junctions (red diamonds). The dural border cell
layer (green) is formed by flattened fibroblasts with no tight junctions and no intercellular collagen. It is therefore a
relatively loose layer positioned between the firm dura matter and arachnoid. The subdural space is a potential space
that can form within the dural border cell layer. The bridging veins passing through the dural border cell layer are a
potential source of bleeding.
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d. “Anticoagulant and profibrinolytic theory”: Under normal circumstances capillary leaks
are stopped by blood clots. However, the neomembrane surrounding the SDH is saturated
with profibrinolytic and anticoagulation factors. Different studies have shown accelera‐
tion of fibrinolysis [22], high levels of tissue plasminogen activator [23, 24], and high
concentration of fibrin degradation products within the subdural fluid. All these factors
obviate hemostasis within the subdural hematoma.

e. “Inflammatory and growth factors theory”: Inflammation leads to high concentrations of
vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) within the subdural fluid. VEGF receptor
subtype I was seen in the cells of the neomembrane. These factors within the hematoma
lead to an increased promotion of the ongoing angiogenesis and hyperpermeability in
cSDHs. Since VEGF increases the permeability of capillaries, it contributes directly to the
expansion of the hematoma [25-27].

As stated above, current evidence suggests that the maintenance or enlargement of cSDH is
caused by multiple factors. The stimulus is probably a mixture of the “microbleed theory”, the
“anticoagulant and profibrinolytic theory”, and the “inflammatory and growth factors
theory”. These theories are currently accepted, while the “osmotic-” and “oncotic theory” has
been largely abandoned [1, 7, 28, 29].

5. Etiology/risk factors

Trauma

The most common cause of cSDH is a traumatic event, mostly a minor head trauma. In most
large series, approximately two thirds of the patients have suffered one [2, 30]. Reports exist
of cSDHs due to birth trauma in neonates [2, 31].

Advanced age

The elderly are at risk, firstly due to brain atrophy, whereby the bridging veins are stretched
and have become more fragile. Secondly, older people tend to fall more often and suffer minor
head traumas. Lastly, with increasing age, the incidence of blood thinner administration rises
leading to increased risk for hemorrhage.

Chronic Alcoholism

Alcoholism is well known to be associated with cSDH. The reason for the greater propensity
of patients with chronic alcohol addiction for hematoma formation is unknown. Yet, higher
trauma rate, brain atrophy, and coagulopathy (secondary to liver malfunction), most definitely
play a major role in cSDH development in these patients.

Gender

Men, from all age groups, suffer disproportionally higher rates of cSDH than women [2, 7,
32]. The underlying reasons for this discrepancy are not known but may be because they are
more likely to suffer trauma [2].
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Coagulopathy

Coagulopathies, including therapeutic anticoagulation and antiplatelet therapy, are known
contributors to the pathogenesis of cSDH. Medical conditions include: sepsis, hepatic failure,
all forms of hemophilia, disseminated intravascular coagulation, and renal dialysis [2, 5].

Intracranial hypotension

Intracranial hypotension, as a result of overshunting after placement of a ventriculoperitoneal
(VP) shunt, or CSF leak (iatrogenic or spontaneous) are less common causes of cSDH. Over‐
shunting results in increased retraction of the bridging veins, leading to a higher likelihood of
hematoma formation. Subdural hematomas may result in up to 8% of the patients shunted for
normal-pressure hydrocephalus [33]. Since the introduction of adjustable-pressure valves,
successful management of shunt-related cSDHs has been reported [34, 35]. Even with adjust‐
able-pressure valves, intracranial hypotension resulting from overshunting is still a significant
problem. The most common causes of a CSF leak leading to cSDH are traumatic or postoper‐
ative CSF fistulas, lumbar puncture or drainage, iatrogenic or disease-induced dehydration or
spontaneous events [36]. Overall, it is a very rare condition.

Other causes

Other rare causes of spontaneous subdural hematomas have been described: vascular malfor‐
mation (e.g. cerebral aneurysms and arterial venous-malformation) [37, 38], benign (e.g.
convexity meningiomas) and malignant tumors [39-41], carcinomatosis/sarcomatosis menin‐
giosa, and infections (e.g. meningitis and tuberculosis) [5].

6. Classifications

A clinical classification of cSDH was presented by Markwalder in 1981 [42]:

• grade 0: asymptomatic

• grade 1: alert, oriented, mild symptoms (e.g. headache)

• grade 2: drowsy or disoriented, variable neurological deficits (e.g. hemiparesis)

• grade 3: stupor but responds to stimuli, severe focal signs (e.g. hemiplegia)

• grade 4: coma, flexes/extends to pain

This grading system is used to pre- and postoperatively evaluate the clinical course of the
patient.

Other scores frequently used for follow-up evaluation of cSDH patients include the Glasgow
Coma Scale (GCS) [43], the Glasgow Outcome Score [44], and the modified Rankin scale
(mRS) [45].
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A radiological classification of the internal architecture of the hematoma, corresponding to
possible stages in the natural history of cSDH, was suggested by Nakaguchi and colleagues in
2001 [9, 46]:

• Homogeneous type was defined as a hematoma exhibiting homogeneous high-density.

• Laminar type was defined as a subtype of the homogeneous type with a thin high-density
layer along the inner membrane.

• Separated type was defined as a hematoma containing two components with different
densities with a clear boundary between them; that is, a lower density component located
above a higher density component.

• Trabecular type was defined as a hematoma with inhomogeneous contents and a high-
density septum running between the inner and outer membrane on a low-density to
isodense background

This scale can be helpful in predicting the recurrence rate based on the internal architecture of
the hematoma as seen on computerized tomography. Recurrence rate was shown to be lower
in the homogeneous and trabecular type [46].

7. Clinical presentation

Injuries associated with cSDHs tend to be minor, without any accompanying severe brain
injury. The accumulation of blood within the subdural space occurs slowly, over an extended
period (weeks-months), and under comparatively low pressure [7]. The coexistence of brain
atrophy, in most cases, and the slow formation and expansion of the hematoma, allows the
hematoma to reach a large size without triggering neurologic symptoms. Symptoms arise
when the pressure caused by the hematoma leads to a compression of the cortex that cannot
be tolerated or compensated anymore. In selected cases these symptoms manifest in a dramatic
and acute fashion (e.g. coma) and might even lead to death. Acute deterioration can occur with
small changes in hematoma volume when significant mass effect is already present. It is also
not unusual for acute deterioration to occur secondary to acute bleeding within the subdural
space, with a preexisting cSDH.

Therefore patients with cSDH can be asymptomatic, have very mild symptoms such as
headache, nausea, vomiting, vertigo, fatigue, confusion, gait disturbance, mental deteriora‐
tion, limb weakness, incontinence, or language difficulties (e.g. word-finding difficulties), or
present with acute and grave symptoms such as hemiplegia, seizures, or coma (Table 1).

8. Diagnostic work-up

After assessing the patient’s history - including previous falls, minor head injuries, onset and
course of clinical symptoms, cardiovascular disease, coagulopathies, medication, alcohol or
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drug abuse - and completing the physical examination and blood work-up, brain imaging
should be conducted to reach a diagnosis. Computed tomography (CT) is the most important
imaging method in the initial evaluation of cSDHs [36, 47]. The best diagnostic signal is a
crescent-shaped iso- to hypodens extra-axial collection on CT. Typically, the hematoma is
spread over the whole effected hemisphere [48]. In addition to the enhancement of encapsu‐
lating membranes, those leading to septation within the collection may be seen [48]. The
hematoma density varies depending on the stage of hematoma evolution. An acute SDH (<3
days old; hyperdens on native CT), progresses over ±3 weeks to a subacute SDH [3 days to 3
weeks old; isodens on native CT) and finally to a cSDH (≥3 weeks old, hypodens on native CT)
(Figure 2) [48]. Mixed hematomas containing acute, subacute and chronic shares are often
present. Special attention should be paid to isodens subacute SDH since it might be missed on
the initial scan. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is more accurate than CT; hematoma
thickness can be measured reliably, as isodense and small cSDHs are easier to identify. In
almost all cases, hematoma membranes are detected on an MRI, but only 27% are discovered
on CT scans [47]. Nevertheless, CT is still preferred for the diagnosis of cSDH as it is cheaper,
more accessible, and faster. MRI, when available, is useful in delineating the exact margins of
the cSDH and determining the internal hematoma structures [47]. Table 2 summarizes CT and
MRI findings in cSDH.

 

Figure 2. CT images with an acute SDH, <3 days old, hyperdens (A), subacute SDH, 3 days to 3 weeks old, isodens (B),
and cSDH, >3 weeks old, hypodens (C)

general symptoms

(frequent)

mild symptoms

(frequent)

severe/acute symptoms

(rare)

headache confusion hemiplegia

fatigue gait disturbance aphasia

nausea/vomiting mental deterioration seizure

vertigo language difficulties coma

limb weakness

incontinence

Table 1. Clinical presentation of patients with cSDH
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9. Management

The decision to evacuate a cSDH is influenced by both the clinical presentation of the patient
and the radiographic appearance of the lesion. An asymptomatic patient with a small cSDH
is often best observed clinically and radiologically, in a carefully monitored setting. Although
the size of a cSDH may play a role in the decision to perform surgery, absolute cutoffs sizes
do not exist. Moreover, spontaneous resolution of cSDH with significant thickness has been
reported - only in a small number of case series, in elderly patients (>70 years) with brain
atrophy and without clinical or radiographic evidence of increased intracranial pressure [49,
50]. Other conservative treatments using ACE inhibitors or corticosteroids were reviewed, but
justification for treatment using ACE inhibitors or steroids has largely been theoretical, and
further research is clearly warranted. It is generally accepted that in the presence of neurologic
symptoms and radiologic findings, patients should undergo surgical evacuation. The paucity
of quality data from well-designed studies makes it difficult to identify the most effective
surgical approach for cSDH. While surgical drainage is well-recognized as an effective
treatment of cSDH [6, 7], multiple standard surgical techniques exist. These include burr hole
craniostomy (BHC), twist drill craniostomy (TDC) and craniotomy. TDC produces a small
opening of 10mm to the skull, while BHC enables a larger opening of 30mm [1]. During a
craniotomy, a substantial piece of bone (>30mm) is removed and, following the hematoma
evacuation, is replaced and fixed to the skull defect [1, 11].

CT

Native CT Iso - or hypodens

Contrast CT
Inward displacement of enhancing cortical vessels

Enhancement of dura and membranes

MRI

T1 WI
Isointense to CSF if chronic (no active/acute rebleeds)

Hypointens with active/acute rebleeds or elevated proteins

Contrast TI WI
Peripheral and/or dural enhancement

Delayed scans show contrast diffusion into cSDH

T2 WI

Variable, depending on evolution stage

Isointense to CSF if chronic (no active/acute rebleeds)

Hypointens with active/acute rebleeds

FLAIR
Hyperintens to CSF

Most sensitive sequence to detect cSDH

DWI Variable signal

T1 WI: T1 weighted imaging, T2 WI: T2 weighted imaging, FLAIR:, DWI: diffusion weighted imaging

Table 2. Characteristic findings of cSDH on CT and MRI, adapted from Osborn et al. [48]
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a. Surgical Management

Indication for surgery

It is generally accepted that a patient presenting with neurologic symptoms and a radiologi‐
cally proven cSDH, should undergo immediate surgical evacuation. Clearly, an asymptomatic
patient showing no evidence of brain compression and/or midline shift on radiographic films
is best managed conservatively and observed in a carefully monitored setting. A surgical
approach is advised only if significant changes in neurologic status occur. Management of
patients with cSDH leading to brain compression and/or midline shift, but lacking neurologic
symptoms is very controversial. To our knowledge, no studies evaluating conservative vs.
operative management in this group of patients exist. Widely used cutoffs for the indication
of surgical evacuation (even in asymptomatic patients) are cSDH with maximum hematoma
thickness exceeding that of the skull; or greater than 1cm [5]. An evidence-based hematoma
cutoff size for the indication of operative treatment does not exist.

Craniotomy

Craniotomy was the treatment of choice for cSDH until the mid-1960s. Craniotomy exposes
the largest portion of the brain and thus provides the surgeon with the most expansive
operative space. It is however the most invasive of the treatment options, with the longest
operating time, the largest amount of blood loss and the most postoperative complications. In
1964, Svien and Gelety published a series comparing craniotomy and BHC for the treatment
of cSDH [51]. Patients treated with BHC showed lower recurrence rates and better functional
outcomes than those who underwent a craniotomy. Two meta-analyzes comparing BHC, TDC
and craniotomy showed similar results [11, 52]. Even though class I studies comparing these
three surgical methods do not exist, the primary treatment for cSDH remains BHC, while
craniotomy is considered a second-tier remedy [1, 11, 53]. Most surgeons nowadays would
agree that craniotomy should only be considered if subdural collection reaccumulates, solid
or calcified hematoma occur, the brain fails to expand and obliterate the subdural space, or
numerous thick membranes are present [1, 7, 11, 36].

Twist drill craniostomy

TDC can be performed bedside under local anesthesia, making it an attractive treatment
option, especially in polymorbid patients who are poor surgical candidates. A closed drainage
system is placed at time of surgery to allow continuous drainage and promote postoperative
brain expansion [1]. TDC is probably most effective in cases where the blood is almost
completely liquefied and no membranes are present [1]. The morbidity and mortality of TDC
seems to be similar or even superior to BHC [1, 11], however TDC is associated with significant
higher recurrence rates than BHC [1, 7, 11]. In addition, there is a theoretical increased risk of
contamination when performed at the bedside.

Burr hole Craniostomy

BHC is probably the treatment most frequently implemented for cSDH [1, 7, 54, 55]. Based
on reviews by Weigel et al. and Laga et al., BHC seems to be the most efficient method as
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it  balances  a  low recurrence  rate  against  morbidity  and mortality  better  than TDC and
craniotomy [7, 11, 52].

Although BHC is the treatment of choice for cSDH in most neurosurgical departments and is
performed frequently, many controversies and questions concerning the operational techni‐
ques and postoperative management still remain unanswered. In fact, it is quite astonishing
that so few class I studies (Table 3) attempting to resolve these controversies and questions
have been conducted over the past decades. The preferred operational technique (TDC, BHS
vs. craniotomy), number of burr holes (one vs. two), role of intraoperative hematoma irrigation,
localization of drainage (subdural vs. subperiosteal), and postoperative management have all
been studied, yet studies with class I evidence are lacking, making evidence-based treatment
and recommendations very difficult.

Other surgical methods

Various other surgical methods have been published, mostly within the limits of single
retrospective studies or case reports. Among the methods described are: use of a tissue
plasminogen activator in addition to TDC [56], minimally invasive hematoma evacuation
using hollow screws [57], subduro-peritoneal shunt in infants [58], in older patients, and for
recurrent cSDH [59], small craniotomy and endoscopic hematoma removal [60], replacement
of the hematoma with oxygen via percutaneous subdural tapping [61], carbon dioxide
insufflation in addition to BHC and closed-system drainage [62], embolization of middle
meningeal artery in refractory cSDH [63-66], and implantation of an ommaya reservoir for
repeated punctures and aspiration of subdural fluid [67, 68].

In order for these various techniques to be adopted as standard treatments for cSDH, further
well-designed and comparative studies are necessary.

Comparison of the various operational techniques

The vast majority of studies comparing TDC, BHC and craniotomy have been small single-
center retrospective studies (class II or III evidence) [1].

In their meta-analysis from 2003, Weigel et al. showed that TDC and BHC are safer and more
efficient than craniotomy. Craniotomy and BHC have lower recurrence rates than TDC. They
concluded that BHC has the best cure to complication ratio and is superior to TDC in the
treatment of recurrences (type B recommendation) [11].

Ducruet et al. concluded in their meta-analysis from 2012, that TDC produces the best outcome
and lowest complication rates as compared to BHC and craniotomy, while BHC results in
lower mortality and recurrence rates than TDC or craniotomy (type C recommendation) [1].
Their recommendation is to observe small and asymptomatic cSDH, while large and sympto‐
matic cSDH should be managed primarily with TCD or BHC. For high-risk surgical candidates
with unseptated hematomas, the treatment of choice should be bedside TCD, while a craniot‐
omy should be performed in cSDHs with significant membranes.

In conclusion, according to the current knowledge and based on the two stated meta-analyzes,
BHC results in the best cure to complication ratio in most patients. In high-risk surgical
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patients, bedside TDC using local anesthesia might be the best treatment, while cSDH with
significant membranes, acute shares, multiple recurrences, or calcification are best evacuated
by craniotomy. As class I evidence-based studies and type A recommendations are lacking,
further prospective randomized multi-center studies are needed.

Classes of Evidence

Class I
Evidence provided by one or more well-designed randomized controlled clinical

studies.

Class II
Evidence provided by one or more well-designed clinical studies such as prospective

open, case–control studies, etc.

Class III
Evidence provided by expert opinion, non-randomized historical controls, or case

reports of one or more patients.

Strength of recommendation

Type A
Strong recommendation, based on class I evidence or overwhelming class II evidence

when circumstances preclude randomized clinical trials.

Type B Recommendation based on class II evidence.

Type C Recommendation based on strong consensus of class III evidence.

(Classes of evidences and strength of recommendations adopted from the guidelines of the American Academy of
Neurology and Weigel et al. 2012 [11, 69])

Table 3. Overview of evidence-based criteria.

Number of burr holes

While performing BHC, some surgeons prefer a single burr hole while others use two. There
is no conclusive evidence to support either approach. Taussky et al. demonstrated that patients
treated with a single burr hole have significantly higher recurrence rates, longer hospitaliza‐
tion, and more wound infections [10]. On the other hand, two different studies suggested no
significant difference regarding recurrence, complications, mortality or outcome in patients
treated with two burr holes as compared to one [70, 71]. A recent meta-analysis summarizing
five retrospective cohort studies of 355 double BHC and 358 single BHC in 631 patients suggests
that single BHC is as good as double BHC in evacuating chronic subdural hematoma and is
not associated with a higher revision rate compared to double BHC (class III evidence) [72].

Irrigation

The role of irrigation after concluding the burr holes is still unclear. Four class III and one class
II evidence publications have evaluated the role of irrigation in BHC, while one class III
evidence study investigated the effect in TDC. Three publications (class III evidence) compared
BHC, with and without irrigation; all studies found no significant difference in recurrence rates
[73-75]. Two studies report on the use of continuous inflow and outflow irrigation. Ram et al.
reported fewer recurrences in the irrigation group, yet significance was not achieved, due to
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low recurrence numbers [1/19 vs. 4/18] (class II evidence) [76]. In a retrospective study, Hennig
et al. found significantly lower recurrence rates in patients treated with inflow outflow
drainage compared to BHC with intraoperative irrigation and postoperative closed system
drainage, BHC with intraoperative irrigation only, and craniotomy (class III evidence) [77]. In
TDC, a significantly reduced rate was shown when using intraoperative irrigation (class III
evidence) [78]. The use of irrigation had no impact on mortality or morbidity, both in BHC and
TDC [77, 78].

Use of closed-system drainage

A survey conducted in 2008 in Great Britain showed that most surgeons did not insert closed-
system drainage after operative treatment of chronic subdural hematoma [54]. However, a
Canadian survey in 2005 showed that most surgeons in Canada utilize closed-system drainage
[55]. Practices in many centers around the world changed after Santarius et al. published the
results of their randomized controlled trial, which demonstrated a significant benefit in
recurrence, mortality and discharge outcome for patients with subdural drain placement after
BHC using two burr holes [6]. The placement of closed-system drainage is deemed to be
standard in the operative treatment of cSDH with BHC and is considered a type A recom‐
mendation.

Drainage localization

Even though the insertion of a subdural drainage is considered safe, its proximity to the surface
of the brain and the fact that it is inserted through a small burr hole make complications such
as brain injury, intracranial bleeding, epilepsy, and subdural infection or empyema still
possible. Consequently, a less invasive method - the insertion of a subperiosteal drainage - was
proposed by some surgeons [3, 79-81]. Multiple studies have been published lately comparing
the recurrence and complication rates of subperiosteal (or subgaleal) drainage with subdural
drainage. Studies evaluating this novel method by Gazzeri et al. and Zumofen et al. showed
similar recurrence and complication rates as with subdural drainage [3, 81]. Bellut et al.
published results on the direct comparison of subdural and subperiosteal drainage. They
found no statistical difference in recurrence or complication rates, although a tendency
towards fewer complications in the subperiosteal group, and less recurrences in the subdural
group was noted [79]. They recommend the usage of subperiosteal drainage in patients over
80 years of age or in those with predictable high risk for complications (type C recommenda‐
tions) [79]. A recently published prospective randomized single-center study comparing BHC
with subdural drainage and BHC with subgaleal drainage - 25 patients each - showed no
recurrence at 6 months in either group, however, the overall outcome at 6 months was
significantly better in the subperiosteal group (type B recommendation) [80]. Despite the
prospective and randomized setting of this study, it was not sufficiently powered and the
number of patients included was small (25 in each group). Definitive conclusions based on
existing publications cannot be drawn and further large prospective studies are therefore
warranted. In our institution, a prospective randomized trial has been initiated and this matter
is presently being investigated. We aim to collect a sample size of 150 patients in each group
(power of 80%) to demonstrate the difference in recurrence rates and overall outcome (α <
0.05), (www.clinicaltrials.gov, Identifier: NTC01869855).
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Mobilization of patients following BHC

Mobilization following surgical treatment of cSDH is an important aspect of postoperative
care, especially since most patients are older and more susceptible to complications of
immobility such as pneumonia, deep venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism [1]. On the
other hand, delayed mobilization might promote brain expansion and thus prevent recurrence
of cSDH [82, 83]. Studies on this topic have reached mixed conclusions about the influence of
patient mobilization on cSDH recurrence. Two prospective, randomized studies have con‐
cluded that recurrence rates after BHC are independent of patients’ post-operative position
(class I evidence) [84, 85]. In contrast, one prospective randomized study showed a statistically
higher recurrence rate in patients mobilized immediately after surgery, although only one
recurrence led to repeat surgery (class I evidence) [82]. In terms of complications due to
postoperative immobilization, Kurabe et al. [84] showed significantly higher complication
rates, while Abouzari et al. found no difference [82]. Due to the heterogeneity of these studies,
making comparisons and conclusions are difficult. Even though Abouzari et al. [82] and
Kurabe et al. [84] both employed similar surgical methods, the mean age of patients differed
by approximately 20 years (77.3 years vs. 56.5 years), which may have influenced the differ‐
ences in recurrence and medical complication rates observed.

Conclusion - surgical treatment of cSDH based on the available literature

In summary, defining the optimal and best known evidence-based treatment of cSDH is quite
difficult, since most studies provide class III evidence leading to type C recommendations.
Based on current knowledge, the following recommendations can be made (Table 4):

1. The preferred surgical method seems to be BHC since it produces the best cure to
complication ratio in most patients (type C recommendation).

2. In high-risk surgical patients, bedside TDC under local anesthesia might be the best
treatment (type C recommendation).

3. cSDH with significant membranes, acute shares, multiple recurrences, or calcification are
best evacuated by craniotomy (type C recommendation).

4. Single BHC is as good as double BHC and is not associated with a higher revision rate
compared to double BHC (type C recommendation).

5. The use of irrigation has no impact on mortality or morbidity, its role in avoiding
recurrence is unclear (type C recommendation).

6. The placement of closed-system drainage after BHC leads to significantly lower recur‐
rence rates (type A recommendation).

7. Subperiosteal (subgaleal) drainage is as good as subgaleal drainage (type C recommen‐
dation).

8. Immediate postoperative mobilization might lead to higher recurrence rates but might
also prevent medical complications caused by immobilization (type A recommendation
exists for both early and late mobilization).
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b. Conservative Management

Although, surgical drainage is well recognized as an effective treatment of cSDH and is usually
the treatment of choice, numerous reports have described spontaneous resorption of cSDH [7,
86]. In addition, therapy with corticosteroids and ACE-inhibitors was reviewed by different
authors, showing good results [87-90]. Two surveys among neurosurgeons, one in Canada and
one in the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland, found that conservative management
is seldom practiced [54, 55], probably due to the poorer outcomes and prolonged hospital stay.
Conservative management is reserved for asymptomatic cases, patients refusing surgical
treatment or those with a high perceived operation risk [7, 91, 92]. Still, multi-centered
prospective studies are needed to evaluate the efficacy of conservative treatment options in
patients with cSDH.

Corticosteroids

Tissue plasminogen activator activity, interleukin-6 and -8, and VEGF expression were shown
to be inhibited by corticosteroids [7, 93-95]. Since these inflammation and angiogenesis factors
play a role in the pathophysiology of cSDH, corticosteroids have been proposed as a therapy
for cSDH [7, 23, 24, 96]. Few systematic studies evaluating the role of corticosteroids in the
treatment of cSDH have been published. Glover et al. showed that corticosteroids inhibit the
growth of neomembranes in cSDH [97]. In 1970, Benders work group retrospectively analyzed
100 patients treated for cSDH without surgery. They concluded that since the introduction of
corticosteroids, the incidence of successful treatment by medical means is higher and patients
show excellent recovery [87]. Decaux et al. reported two cases successfully treated with
corticosteroids [88]. A retrospective study comparing conservative treatment with corticoste‐
roids and surgical treatment using TDC and closed drainage system was conducted by
Delgado-Lopez et al. [89]. Patients with a Markwalder score of 1 or 2 (n=101) were treated with
corticosteroids (Dexamethasone® 4mg TID for 48 to 72 hours), while patients with a Mark‐
walder score of 3-4 (n=19) were treated surgically. Of the patients treated with corticosteroids,
surgery was avoided in 2/3 of the cases and 96% showed a favorable outcome, compared to
93% in the surgical group. Duration of hospitalization was shorter in the corticosteroids group
(6 vs. 8 days). Medical complications, mainly mild hyperglycemic impairments caused by
corticosteroids, occurred in 27.8%. The authors concluded that corticosteroids are a feasible
and safe option in the management of cSDH, and were able to cure or improve the condition
of two thirds of the patients. A recently published review of the literature showed that
secondary intervention rate lies between 3 and 28%, lethality rate ranged from 0 to 13%, and
good outcome was seen in 83-100%. Hyperglycemia occurred more often in patients treated
with corticosteroids, while in two studies one case of gastrointestinal bleeding was observed.
All five observational studies suggest that corticosteroids might be beneficial in treatment of
cSDH [98].

However, well designed studies that support or refute the use of corticosteroids in cSDH are
lacking. Although the few existing studies show promising results, the rational for using
corticosteroids is still based on theory, and more research into their treatment of cSDH is
warranted [7, 89].
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Angiotensin converting enzyme-inhibitors

Hypothesizing that hyperangiogenesis plays a role in the pathogenesis of cSDH, Weigel et al.
analyzed the recurrence rates of surgically treated cSDH, in patients with and without
concurrent treatment of hypertension with angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors
[90]. The recurrence rate between the two was significant: 5% in patients taking, and 18% in
those not taking ACE-inhibitors. Moreover, VEGF levels were significantly lower in the
hematomas of patients taking ACE inhibitors. The authors conclude that ACE-inhibitor
treatment for hypertension might lower the risk of recurrence in patients undergoing surgery
and possibly even lower the risk of development of cSDH, through their antiangiogenic
mechanism. To the best of our knowledge, there are no further publications studying the role
of ACE-inhibitors in the treatment of cSDH, or comparing them to surgical treatment. There‐
fore, the impact and potential of ACE-inhibitors in the treatment of cSDH remains to be
determined.

Other conservative methods

Several authors have described spontaneous resorption of cSDH, while conducting a “wait
and watch” or “wait and scan” regime [49, 86]. One small study described successful treatment
in 95% of cases using Mannitol 20%, leading to no sequelae, recurrence, or complications at
follow-up [92].A recent study by Kageyama et al. showed promising results using tranexamic
acid - an antifibrinolytic drug - for conservative treatment of cSDH. Treated solely with
tranexamic acid, all 18 patients in their cohort displayed hematoma resolution without
progression or recurrence at follow-up [99]. Further investigation of the natural healing course
of cSDH and various conservative treatment options is needed.

10. Anticoagulation therapy in patients with cSDH

Neurosurgeons are faced increasingly with issues involving the treatment of anticoagulated
patients [1, 100]. Especially in patients with cSDH - where up to 43% are anticoagulated and
in whom anticoagulants were shown to increase the risk for development (up to 42.5 times) -
the correct handling of anticoagulation therapy before, during and after surgery has become
a major concern [8, 101].

Reversal of anticoagulation

Although class I evidence comparing outcome of patients undergoing surgical evacuation of
cSDH with and without reversal of anticoagulant medication are not available, there is a
consensus that patients presenting with cSDH while on anticoagulation therapy require a rapid
reversal [1, 102]. The risk of hematoma expansion or complications during potential neuro‐
surgical interventions would otherwise be too high.

In cases where immediate reversal is not critical, vitamin K can be used for a more gradual
change of international normalized ratio (INR) [102]. Urgent reversal of oral anticoagulation
(e.g. warfarin) is usually accomplished using fresh frozen plasma (FFP) transfusion, pro‐
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thrombin complex concentrate (PCC) or recombinant Factor VIIa (rFVIIa) [103-106]. To avoid
INR rebound, vitamin K should always be given adjuvant to FFP, PCC and rFVIIa [107]. In the
case of reversal using FFP, the required volume can promote fluid overload in patients with
cSDH, as these often present with cardiac or renal impairment [1, 103]. In addition, transfusion-
related lung injury (TRALI) is an underestimated but feared complication caused by blood
product transfusions such as FFP [108]. PCC exists as a 3-factor PCC (containing factor II, IX,
and X, e.g. Uman Complex DI® and Profilnine SD®) or a 4-factor PCC (containing factor II, XII,
IX, and X, e.g. Beriplex® and Kcentra®). While 4-factor PCC was shown to be affective in
emergency reversal of oral anticoagulation irrespective of the starting INR, 3-factor PCC
should be restricted to patients presenting with an INR< 4.0 (type C recommendation) [109].
The most feared complication of PCC is thrombosis and although it has been suggested that
this risk might be less with the 3- than the 4-factor PCC, there is no study confirming this [109].
The role of rFVIIa remains unclear, due to the known and relative frequent side-effects, such
as deep vein thrombosis and pulmonary embolism, and high costs of this new drug [104, 105,
110]. A comparison of FFP, rFVIIa and PCC treatment for intracranial hemorrhaging showed
that rapid reversal of oral anticoagulants using rFVIIa and PCC is more effective than FFP. In
addition, rFVIIa is considerably more expensive and might have greater risk of INR rebound
than PCC [107].

We therefore recommend that patients presenting with cSDH while on anticoagulation should
be rapidly reversed using PCC adjuvant to vitamin K (type C recommendation, class III
evidence) (Table 4). Alternatively, in institutions where PCC is not available FFP should be
applied.

Timing of resumption of anticoagulant therapy

The timing of resumption of anticoagulant therapy in patients treated surgically for cSDH must
be chosen cautiously. The increased risk of thromboembolic complications due to prolonged
discontinuation of anticoagulation must be balanced carefully against the increased risk of
hemorrhage if oral anticoagulation is commenced soon after surgery. There is little empirical
evidence to support a definitive decision on when to restart oral anticoagulation in these
patients. Still, a few studies addressing this issue do exist [111-115]. Yeon et al. (in a prospective
design) and Kawamata et al. (in a retrospective design), both showed that resumption of
anticoagulation within 3 days is safe and does not lead to higher risk of recurrent cSDH or
intracranial bleeding (type B recommendation) [113, 114]. On the other hand, Foster et al.
showed in their retrospective series that early postoperative treatment with low-molecular-
weight heparin or oral anticoagulation may affect reoperation rate and lead to a poorer
outcome (type C recommendations) [112]. In 2013, Chari et al. conducted a meta-analysis; they
reported a lower bleeding risk (11% vs. 22%) and paradoxically, a higher thromboembolism
risk (2.2% vs. 0%) when anticoagulation was restarted, as opposed to a prolonged discontin‐
uation [111]. They stated that no conclusions can be drawn from their data, due to the small
cohort group (67 patients in 3 studies).

The indication for anticoagulation is an additional important factor when considering
reinstating treatment. It is clear that patients with a mechanical heart valve require anticoa‐
gulation due to the high risk of thromboembolic complications. The decision is more complex
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for atrial fibrillation, requiring a balance between the risk of recurrence and a thromboembolic
event. Chari et al. recommend comparing two validated scores: the HAS-BLED (hypertension,
abnormal renal/liver function, stroke, bleeding history or predisposition, labile INR, elderly,
drugs/alcohol concomitantly) score - assessing bleeding risk under anticoagulation - and the
CHA2DS2-VASc (congestive heart failure, hypertension, age ≥75 years (doubled), diabetes
mellitus, stroke (doubled), vascular disease, age 65–74 years, sex) score - evaluating the
thromboembolic risk without anticoagulation - to determine risk on a patient-by-patient basis
[104, 111, 116, 117]. The two scores may correlate in terms of risk/year and consideration of
which score is higher might help in the decision making.

A definitive recommendation on when to restart oral anticoagulation after surgical evacuation
of cSDH cannot be made. Based on the literature available, oral anticoagulation can be
reinstated 72 hours after surgery, particularly in patients with a high thromboembolic risk
(type B recommendation, class II evidence). A comparison of the HAS-BLED score and the
CHA2DS2-VASc score might be helpful when deciding whether to restart anticoagulation in
patients with atrial fibrillation (type C recommendation, class III evidence) (Table 4).

11. Antiplatelet therapy in patients with cSDH

As with oral anticoagulation, antiplatelet therapy in patients with cSDH presents a significant
neurosurgical challenge. Patients seem to be at greater risk for development of cSDH while on
these medications [101, 118]. However, it remains unclear if the recurrence rate is affected by
antiplatelet therapy [1, 101, 112, 118].

Reversal of antiplatelet therapy

Even though there is no definitive evidence for the discontinuation of antiplatelet therapy prior
to surgical evacuation of cSDH, most surgeons prefer to discontinue and convert antiplatelet
therapy before surgery. The most effective way for reversing antiplatelet therapy is discon‐
tinuing the drug for 7 days. Aspirin inhibits the platelet enzyme cyclooxygenase irreversibly,
meaning that as long as aspirin is administered, all thrombocytes in the blood system are non-
functional and aggregation is inhibited for the entire platelet lifespan [119]. The period
therefore required for total recovery of platelet function after the last administration of aspirin
is their 7 day lifespan [119]. Platelet transfusion and desmopressin application have also been
described as methods to reverse antiplatelet therapy, yet they are controversial and have not
been analyzed rigorously with regards to cSDH [1, 119, 120].

Since evidence is still lacking, we recommend case-by-case management for patients on
antiplatelet drugs presenting with cSDH. Generally, in patients with minor symptoms,
antiplatelet therapy should be discontinued for 7 days, while meticulous clinical and radiologic
follow-up is warranted. Platelets could be administered during surgery for patients undergo‐
ing emergency procedures (Table 4).

Timing of resumption of antiplatelet therapy

Little evidence exists to determine the optimal timing of postoperative resumption of antipla‐
telet therapy in patients surgically treated for cSDH. Several studies have produced contro‐
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versial results on recurrence risk. Two studies showed no significant difference in recurrence
of hematoma in patients who did or did not receive antiplatelet agents preoperatively [112,
121], while a further study found a significant difference in recurrence rate [101]. Therefore,
evidence-based recommendations on when to reinstate antiplatelet agents cannot be made.
Case-by-case management is advised until further prospective studies produce evidence-
based recommendations (Table 4).

12. Anticonvulsant therapy in patients with cSDH

The efficacy and indication of antiepileptic drugs (AED) in patients presenting with sympto‐
matic cSDH has been debated without reaching a consensus on its use [1, 122]. The reported
seizure rate in patients treated surgically for cSDH varies from 2.3% to 17% [123, 124], and
affects 1% to 23.4% of individuals postoperatively [123, 125]. Two studies showed no signifi‐
cant differences in seizure rate secondary to the prophylactic administration of AEDs [124,
126]. They concluded that AED morbidity outweighs the benefits except in patients at high
risk for seizures, like alcoholics. Another study found a significant increase in morbidity and
mortality in patients with cSDH and new-onset seizures. They therefore recommend the
administration of AED for a period of six months following diagnosis of cSDH [127]. Grobelny
et al. found that preoperative AED prophylaxis might reduce the incidence of postoperative
seizures in patients treated with BHC [123]. Yet neither pre- or postoperative seizures, nor the
decision to initiate AED prophylaxis had a significant effect on outcome [123]. Chen et al.
reported a higher postoperative seizure rate in patients with mixed-density cSDH on preop‐
erative CT, and in those with left unilateral cSDH. They therefore propose the use of prophy‐
lactic AED in these patients [128].

Further investigation of this topic is necessary prior to establishing definitive recommenda‐
tions. The indication of AEDs in cSDH patients such as duration of AED therapy, adverse
effects of administered AEDs, and efficacy of various AEDs should all be studied through
prospective randomized studies.

Until more data is available, AED prophylaxis should be considered for patients with cSDH
at high risk for seizures, such as those presenting with seizures, alcoholics and patients with
significant underlying brain injury [1] (type C recommendation). In general, the surgeon must
balance the potential benefit against possible secondary morbidity of AED administration
(Table 4).

13. Postoperative complications, recurrence rates and outcome

Complications

Complications after surgical treatment of cSDH include [5]:
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Subject Recommendation Type Studies

Surgical method

• BHC – “first choice” in most patients

• TDC – in surgical high-risk patients

• Craniotomy – “last choice”, with acute

shares, significant membranes, multiple

recurrences, calcification

B and C

Weigel et al. [11]

Santarius et al. [7]

Lega et al. [52]

Ducruet et al[1]

Amount of burr holes
One or two

(both equivalent)
C

Taussky et al.[10]

Han et al.[70]

Kansal et al.[71]

Belkhair et al.[72]

Irrigation
Safe

Might lead to less recurrence especially in TDC
B and C

Ram et al.[76]

Hennig et al.[77]

Aoki et al.[78]

Drainage insertion Yes A Santarius et al.[6]

Drainage location

Subperiosteal

(recurrence rate same as subdural, fewer

complications)

B

Kaliaperumal et al.[80]

Bellut et al.[79]

Zumofen et al.[81]

Gazzeri et al.[3]

Postoperative

mobilization

None

Studies in favor of early and late mobilization
A

Abouzari et al.[82]

Kurabe et al.[84]

Reversal of

anticoagulation
Rapid reversal using PCC and Vitamin K C Woo et al.[107]

Resumption of

anticoagulation

After 72 hours in high-risk patients

In atrial fibrillation compare HAS-BLED score

and CHA2DS2-VASc score

B

C

Kawamata et al.[113]

Yeon et al.[114]

Chari et al.[111]

Reversal of antiplatelets

Discontinuation 7 days prior to surgery

In urgent cases platelet transfusion or

desmopressin

C
Mascarenhas et al.[119]

Ranucci et al.[120]

Resumption of

antiplatelets

No recommendations; case-by-case

management
C

Forster et al.[112]

Rust et al.[101]

Torihashi et al.[121]

Antiepileptic drugs
None, except in high-risk patients (e.g.

alcoholics) or presenting with seizure
C

Ducruet et al.[1]

Hirakawa et al.[125]

Grobelny et al.[123]

Table 4. Summary of recommendations based on the available literature
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• Failure of brain to re-expand and/or reaccumulation of blood in the subdural space (leading
to recurrent cSDH) [0-30%) [129]

• Seizures (including status epilepticus) (1-23%) [123, 125]

• Intracerebral hemorrhage (0.7-5%, especially in patients over 75 years of age, in rapid
decompression of hematoma; 1/3 of the patients die and 1/3 are severely disabled) [5,
129-131]

• Postoperative infections (e.g. wound infection, subdural empyema) (2%) [129]

• Tension pneumocephalus (0-10%) [129, 132, 133]

All complications are more common in elderly, polymorbid, and enervated patients [5].
However, a recent retrospective study evaluating the outcome in patients over 65 years of age
who were treated surgically for cSDH, concluded that despite higher rates of anticoagulation
and multimorbidity, surgical treatment in elderly patients is safe [134]. Patients above the age
of 85 show lower recurrence rates, yet carry a greater risk for complications (e.g. acute SDH)
and should be monitored meticulously [134].

Intraoperative imaging, such as intraoperative MRI or CT, might be a useful tool for early
detection of surgical complications and drainage malposition and allows for their treatment
within the same procedure.

Recurrence rates

Recurrence represents the most common complication following surgical treatment of cSDH,
with a median incidence of 15% reported in the literature (range 0%-30%) [8, 129, 135, 136].
Recurrence ensues mainly in hematomas containing a solid or organized clot which cannot be
sufficiently cleared by BHC or TDC; or due to the lack of brain expansion after removal of the
hematoma resulting in a renewed hemorrhage [129]. Many risk factors for recurrence in
surgically treated cSDH have been investigated over the last decades. Although results have
been inconsistent, many factors including age, alcoholism, cerebral atrophy, anticoagulation
or antiplatelet use, poor performance status on admission, poor GCS and GOS, bilateral cSDH,
hematoma width, midline displacement postoperatively, air collection in hematoma cavity,
septum formation or multiple membranes in the hematoma cavity, higher hematoma density
on CT, hematoma with laminar and separated architecture, and conclusion of BHC or TDC
without drainage placement are thought to be associated with higher recurrence rates [12, 46,
82, 121, 129, 135, 137, 138]. The only proven factor leading to lower recurrence rates is the
intraoperative placement of a closed system drainage (class I evidence) [6].

Outcome

Morbidity and mortality rates in surgically treated patients with cSDH depends mostly on the
surgical technique, the patients’ age and co-morbidities [1, 6, 11, 129, 134]. The overall favorable
outcome after surgical treatment of cSDH in the literature is reported to be 72-89%, with
younger patients generally achieving better outcomes compared to older ones [6, 11, 129, 134,
139]. Worsening neurologic status following drainage of cSDH is estimated at 4% and overall
mortality after surgical treatment of cSDH is 0-8% [5]. In their meta-analysis, Weigel et al
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reported a morbidity of 3%, 3.8%, and 12.3% in patients treated with TDC, BHC and craniotomy
respectively. In a further meta-analysis, Ducruet et al. identified morbidity rates of 2.5% in
patients treated with TDC, 9.3% in patients treated with BHC and 3.9% in patients treated with
craniotomy, while the mortality rates in patients treated with TDC, BHC, and craniotomy were
5.1%, 3.7% and 12.2% respectively. Ramachandran et al. reported a favorable outcome in 66%
of patients >60 years vs. 79% in patients between the age of 40 and 60, and 74% in patients <40
years. Borger et al. compared the outcome of 322 surgically treated patients over the age of 65;
an overall positive outcome based on Karnofsky performance status (KPS) was seen in 83% of
the patients between the age of 65 and 74 years, in 68% of the patients between the age of 75
and 84 years, and in 55% of patients between the age of 85 and 94 years. In their study, mortality
rates in patients between the age of 65 and 74 years, 75 and 84 years, and 85 and 94 years were
1.7%, 3.6%, and 3.8% respectively.

14. Conclusion

Chronic SDH represents one of the most frequent entities in neurosurgical patients and a
common cause of traumatic brain injury. Since the population will continue to age over the
next decades and cSDH primarily affects elderly patients, an increase in incidence rate is
expected. cSDH is therefore one of the most significant neurosurgical issues confronting us
today. While it is clear that cSDH is mainly caused by minor head trauma, the pathophysio‐
logical mechanisms of its maintenance and enlargement over time remain debatable. Neo‐
membranes with fragile neocapillaries forming around the hematoma, inflammation leading
to production of VEGF and profibrinolytic and anticoagulation factors produced within the
hematoma fluid are elements hypothesized to promote re-bleeding and SDH growth. Clinical
presentation varies from general and mild symptoms (e.g. headache, fatigue) to severe
symptoms (e.g. hemiparesis, coma). Head CT plays a major role in the initial evaluation of
cSDH, because it confirms the diagnosis accurately and hematoma age can be estimated.

The management of cSDH remains controversial. Amazingly, only a few studies with class I
evidence evaluating management protocols and surgical techniques exist. Currently, there are
several ongoing randomized controlled trials which might provide more clarity for the
management and treatment of cSDH. These studies are summarized in Table 5. It is generally
accepted that in the presence of neurologic symptoms and radiologic findings, patients should
undergo surgical evacuation. Yet the role of conservative treatment (e.g. “wait and scan”,
corticosteroids, ACE-inhibitors) in asymptomatic patients or in patients presenting with mild
symptoms remains unclear. The preferred surgical method seems to be BHC since it produces
the best cure to complication ratio in most patients. Yet many questions such as the correct
surgical method (BHC vs. TCD and craniotomy), the superiority of two burr holes over one,
placement of subdural or subperiosteal drainage, the efficacy of hematoma irrigation, and
timing of postoperative mobilization are still insufficiently clarified. The intraoperative
placement of closed system drainage for the prevention of recurrence is the only evidence-
based recommendation that can be made. Prospective multicenter studies providing type A
recommendations for these questions are much needed.
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Rationale
Study

design
Status

Anticipated

number of patients
ClinicalTrail.gov ID

Evaluation of the recurrence rate of cSDH after

placing a subperiosteal drainage compared to a

subdural drainage

PR R 400 NCT01869855

Evaluation of the recurrence rate of cSDH after

placing a subdural drainage compared to no

drainage placement

PR NYR 260 NCT01785797

Evaluation of the role of CT scanning in the

postoperative follow-up after surgical

treatment of cSDH

PR, SB R 400 NCT01624545

To assess whether continued aspirin treatment

increases the risk of cSDH in mild head trauma

patients 50 years and older who present with

negative head CT

PR, DB NYR 100 NCT01470040

To assess whether treatment with an ACE-

inhibitor for 3 months after surgical evacuation

of cSDH will decrease the risk of recurrence

compared to placebo

PR, DB,

Placebo
R 120 NTC00915928

Evaluation of the recurrence rate of cSDH in

patients treated postoperatively for 2 months

orally with corticosteroids compared to placebo

PR, DB,

Placebo
NYR 400 NCT01380028

Evaluation of the recurrence rate of cSDH after

placing an active subperiosteal drainage

compared to a passive subdural drainage and

continuous irrigation

RNR NYR 950 NCT01930617

PR: prospective randomized, RNR: retrospective non-randomized, SB: single blinded, DB: double blinded, R: recruiting,
NYR: not yet recruiting

Table 5. Summary of ongoing clinical trials evaluating management and treatment of cSDH

In patients with minor symptoms, antiplatelet therapy should be discontinued for 7 days, and
anticoagulation converted solely with vitamin K, accompanied by meticulous clinical and
radiologic follow-up. For those needing emergency surgery, antiplatelet therapy must be
discontinued and platelets could be administered during the procedure. In patients receiving
anticoagulants, rapid conversion should be carried out using PCC or FFP, adjuvant to vitamin
K. Little evidence exists to determine the optimal timing of postoperative resumption of
antiplatelet or anticoagulation therapy. Therefore, case-by-case decision making is necessary.
In patients with atrial fibrillation, a comparison of the HAS-BLED score and the CHA2DS2-
VASc score might be helpful when deciding whether to restart anticoagulation. AED prophy‐
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laxis should be considered only in patients at high risk for seizures (e.g. patients presenting
with seizure, alcoholics and patients with significant underlying brain injury).

Overall favorable outcome after surgical treatment is described at 72-89%. Mortality rate is
estimated at 0-8%. The most frequent surgical complications are: recurrence (15%), seizure
(11%), tension pneumocephalus (5%), intracerebral hematomas (2.5%), and infections (2%).
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